D-Scriptive
SOUND ASSOCIATES

D-Scriptive is a state-of-the-art, wireless,
aid for the visually impaired that provides
audio description to individual hand-held
receivers. Originally designed for live
theatrical productions, this fully-automated
system delivers comprehensive descriptions
of any recurring live event.

D-Scriptive, offered exclusively by Sound Associates,
combines the power of a CS-4 Computer Base Station with
any wireless listening system to create accessibility for any
performance from any location.
The audio description is pre-recorded and stored on the CS-4
control station or on individual personal computers. Automation is
achieved through the CS-4, which utilizes midi show control or
SMTE / midi timecode to cue and play the audio file. These files
are continually cued to run concurrent with the live program or
presentation with the precision of real-time audio description while
remaining completely automated.
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Fully Automated
(no technician required)
Compatible for use with
Sound Associates’
I-Caption® System
CS-4 can store and deliver
multiple audio channels
Excellent Audio Quality
Highly Reliable
Easy Setup and Installation
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APPLICATIONS:
Ideal for live theatrical productions, movies,
museum tours and corporate orientations and
training programs.
Multi-lingual applications where multiple prerecorded audio segments are required.
Also supports individual closed captioning,
®
I-Caption for hard of hearing audience members.
D-Scriptive delivers mental images
for visually impaired patrons in live
theaters, movies, or any circumstance
where a program is repeated on
numerous occasions. It is wildly popular
both on Broadway and their
professional tours. It can be an
invaluable tool in breaking down
accessibility barriers in the corporate
environment as well.
D-Scriptive can be offered in conjunction with the
I-Caption (individual closed captioning) and
®
Audien (language translation) only available
only from Sound Associates.

Audio description is an additional narration that describes all significant visual information
such as body language, facial expression, scenery, action, costumes-- anything that is
important to conveying the plot of the story, event or image. It is a vital service that can
help people with sight problems to fully enjoy leisure activities.
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